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Abstract. We st udy limi t evolut ions of cellular automata (CA) both
theoretically and exp erimentally. We show that eit her all orbits ente r
the limit set after less than a finit ely bo unded number of states, or
almost all orbits never ent er the limit set . We link this result with a
class ification of CAs according to their limit behavior due to Culik et
al.: in t he first case, the considered CA belongs to class 1 while in the
second case, it belongs to class 2.

By experiments, we try to measure the convergenc e spee d of orbits
to their acc umulation points. We compute t he maximum number of
nest ed growing segments in a space-time diagram representing a finit e
portion of an orbit. We observe that , in the average case , this criterion
dep ends only on the CA and not on the configur at ion . We also observe

. two kinds of CA wit h resp ect to our crite rion which correspond to the
intuiti ve notions of chaos and regulari ty. We do fur ther experiments
to explain t he fact t hat the proportion of chaotic diagrams grows with
the number of states of t he considered CA .

1. Introduction

The goal of our pap er is to analyze the limit behavior of a cellular automaton
(CA for short ) iterated on a configuration. A configuration is a bi-infinite
st ring of cells, such that to each cell is associated a state which belongs to a
finite set . The sequence of all configurations obtained by iterating a CA on a
given configuration is called its orb it. The set of configurations that can be
obtained after an arbitrarily large number of iterations is called the limit set
n of the considered CA. An int erest ing classificat ion of CAs based on their
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limit sets has been presente d by Culik et al. in [2]. A CA belongs to class 1
if and only if it s limit set is obtain ed after a finite number of steps.

Limit sets ar e also very imp ortant in the st udy of CA dynami cs but do
not always correspond to our physical intuition because they contain some
ephemeral configur ations having preimages of arbitrary ord ers. We introduce
another notion of limit set called the accessible se t (Acc) containing exact ly
all accumulat ion points of orbits. We prove that Ace C it. A fund am en
tal difference between it and Acc is that the limit set it can defined with
"shift invariant " configurat ions , that is, on bi-infinit e words (classes of shift
translatab le configurat ions) rather than on configurat ions in sz. Accessib le
set s (Acc) are shift invari ant , bu t are not defined for bi-infinite words and the
exa mple that follows Theorem 4 shows that there is no natural way to do it.

If we endow the set of configurat ions with a measur e, then we get the
following result : If A belongs to class one, then the orbit of any configuration
c ente rs it. If A belongs to class two, then for almost all configurat ions c,
the orbit of c and it are disjoint .

Observing space-time diagram s obtained by t he iterat ion of a CA on a
configurat ion , we wond ered at which spee d these configurat ions were con
verging to Acc. We explain in sect ion 2.1 t he notion of convergence in the
set of configurat ions : a sequence converges if there exists in this sequence
a fami ly of nested growing segments centered on the same cell. The limit
configuration is the union of these segments .

We wond ered also if one can observe these famili es of growing patterns in
a reasonably small space-t ime diagram. Thus we made some experiments in
ord er to measur e this speed for several different CAs and then for "random"
CAs (sect ion 3). We observed tha t this spee d is an intrinsic property of
the chosen CA and does not stati st ically depend on the configuration . Two
classes of CAs appeared, those wit h high convergence speed which produce
obviously simplifi ed space-time diagr ams, and those with low convergence
speed, the diagram of which appeared as almost chaotic . But when the
number of states increases, we observe that more and mor e diagr ams are
chaoti c. We st udy this evolut ion in sect ion 3.2 and prove that this fact
can be partially explained by higher transient s, but we conje cture that the
proportion of chao t ic CAs increases with the number of state s.

2. Definitions

CA are formally defined as triplet s (S , N , f) . S = {Sl' S2, . . . , Sk} is a finit e
set called t he set of states. The neighborhood N is a v-t up le of distinct
vectors of Z. For us , N = (X l,"" xv): t he Xi are the relative posit ions of
the neighbor cells with respect to a given cente r cell. The states of these
neighbors are used t o comput e the new state of the cente r cell. T he local
fun ction of the CA f : SV f--+ S gives the local transition ru le.

A configuration is an applicat ion from Z to S. T he set of configurations
is SZ on which the global fun ction G of the CA is defined via f:

Yc E SZ, Yi E Z, G(c)(i) = f(c(i + Xl )" ' " c(i + Xv )).
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Note tha t CA are characterized by S, N, and t, but even if two CA are
syntactically different , t hey may compute the same global function G. We
shall say that a CA is bijective (or inject ive, surject ive) when G is of this
kind. Well-known results prove th at injectivity is equivalent to bijectivity for
CAs (e.g. , [1, 4, 5, 6]).

2.1 Topology

Most results of this sect ion are already known (Theorem 3 excepted), we
pr esent them so that the read er can better und erstand the motivations of
our stat ist ical analysis pr esent ed in sect ion 3.

Let us endow S with t he discrete topology for which all subsets are open.
The set of all configurat ions being a countable product of sets S, we endow
SZ with the produ ct topology: an open subset of SZ is a union of finit e
intersecti ons of sets of the form 0 i ,a = {c E SZ, c(i) = a}.

Very often , st udies concern ing CA use int ensively the notion of pattern
that we define below. In a topological appr oach, this notion is very natural
since patterns corres pond to basic open sets.

More precisely, if we define a pattern as a mapping from a finit e subset of
Z to S , we can define a basic open set associated to a pattern as the set of
all configur ati ons equal to the pat tern on its dom ain

Op = {cE SZ, C Idoma;n(p) = p}.
Note that Op (and the O i ,a which are special Op) are both open and closed:
th eir complements are equal to finit e unions of O q where domain(p) = domain(q)
and p #- q. Any open set U can be written as a uni on of basic open sets:
U = U Op, where II is a familly of patterns.

pE II

Proposition 1. SZ is a compa ct m etric space.

Proof. As S endowed with th e discrete topology is compac t, th e countable
product SZ of compact sets is compac t too . This result follows from Ty cho
noff 's theorem, but does not require the axiom of choice. The natural discrete
distance on S is

if 5 = 5' then d(s ,5' ) = a else d(s, s' ) = 1.

A dist an ce on SZ can be

d(c, c/) = Z-m where m = min{d(i ,O), c(i) #- c'(i )} .

The topology induced by t his dist ance is the same as the product top ology.
Note that this distance is not shift invariant and gives mor e importance to
cells near O. •

The following theorem is very basic and states a fund amental link between
continuous functions and CA.
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Theorem 1. (Richardson 1972 [7]) A function f: SZ 1--7 SZ which com
mutes with shifts is a cont inuous fun ction if and only if it is the global fun c
tion of a CA.

A shift of vector v transfo rm s a configurat ion c into a configur at ion c'
if and only if Vi E Z, c' (i) = c(i + v). The original proof of t his theorem
is very long and complicated. It can be dr asti cally simplified by using the
compactness of SZ.

Proof. Consider a CA A. If two configurations are very near , they can be
different only very far from the cell O. Hence their images are also very near
since cells around 0 are not tran sformed differently by A. This explains why
the global fun ction of a CA is continuous. It is clear that CA commute wit h
shifts .

Consider a continuous function P : SZ 1--7 SZ which commutes with shifts
and a st at e s E S. By a pr evious definition OO,s = {c E SZ, c(O) = s} is
both ope n and closed. p-1 (Oo,s) is also both open and closed becaus e P is
continuous. Hence there exists a set of patterns II such that

p-1 (Oo,s) = U Op,
pEn

and as SZ is compact, p -l (Oo,s ) is compact. Hence II can be chosen finit e.

"Is E S, p - l (Oo,s ) = 0PloSU 0 P2,SU . . . U 0 pm,S

and P commutes with shifts. Compare this property with the representation
of CA pr esented at the beginning of this sect ion: P is the global fun ct ion of
a CA. •

In the remainder of this sect ion , we use results of Karel Culik et al. [2]
t o classify CA accordi ng to t heir long te rm evolut ion . We use the notion of
lim it set which consists of the set of configurations that can be obtained after
an arbit rarily large number of it erations. If this set can be obtained afte r
a finit e number of steps, then the CA is said to belong to class one, other
wise it belongs to class two. This classification has been proved undecidable
by J arkko Kari in [3]. We also endow the set of all configurations wit h a
"natura l" measur e and prove that configurat ion orbits almost never (resp.
always ) ente r the limit set for CA belonging to class two (resp . belonging to
class one) . We present another not ion of limi t set that we call accessible set
whi ch consists of the set of all possible accumulat ion points of all orbits . We
prove that t his notion is mor e restrictive than the previous one but better
describes CA dynamics.

2.2 Limit sets

Let G be the glob al fun ction computed by a CA. We define it s ith iterate
G O; as follows:

G OO = Idsz,
Vi E N, GOi+1 = GoGo; = GO; 0 G.
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If the CA .A computes G, then a CA that computes GOi (see T heorem 1 for
its existence) is called the ith iterate of .A: .A- .

Definition 1. For each nonnegative integer i , we define ni , a subset of SZ,
by ni = GOi(SZ). The limit set n is the intersection of all ni, n = nni.

iEN

First observe that Vi E N, niH c ni. As SZ is a compact set and G is a
cont inuous funct ion , each ni is a compact set .

Proposition 2 . n is a non-empty compact set.

Proposition 3 . n is included in its preimage. In other words,
Vc En, 3d En, G(d) = c.

In the following proposit ion nA denotes the limit set of .A.

Proposition 4. Limit sets are invariant under iteration, that is, nA = nA
O

j

for all j > 0.

2.3 A classification theorem

T he classification of CA presented be low is very convenient for the st udy of
the evolution of a CA . Its interest is reinforced by a basic theorem formu lated
by Culik et ol. [2], given be low in Theorem 2. Thus, we class ify CA within
two classes:

1. 3i E N, n = ni ,

2. Vi E N, n i= ni (which is equivalent to ni i= niH)'

For inst ance, all sur jective automata are such that n = SZ and they
belong to class 1. Another example is the following "pro jection" automaton:

S = {a, 1, 2}, N = (Oz),
f(O) = 0, f(l) = 1, f(2) = 0.

In this case it is clear that n = n1 .

But ord inarily, CA belong to class 2. For example consider

S= {O ,I} , N={ -I,O,I},
f(l , 1, 1) = 1, f( .,. ,.) = °otherwise.

T his automaton belongs to class 2 because the configuration (WO.1.02n.1.0W)nEN

belo ngs to nn but not to nn+l.
The following theorem is due to Cu lik et al. [2J. We give its proof below

because we shall use it further on .
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Theorem 2. (Culik e t at. 89) For each CA A , A belongs to class 2 if and
only if there exists a countable intersection D of dens e open sets such that

n n (U Gi(D)) = 0.
iEN

Proof. Assume that A is in class 2. We define D as follows:

D, = SZ - G-i(n) ,
D = no, = n (SZ - G- i(n)) = n (SZ - {cE SZ, GOi( c) En}).

i>O c-o i>O

The D, are dense and nonempty becaus e they are transl ation invariant open
sets , and if a D, were empty then A would belong to class 1. Hence we can
apply Baire's theorem which states t ha t D is dense because it is a countable
int ersection of dense open sets. By construction ,

(uGOi (D )) nn = 0.
,>0

If A belongs to class 1, then n is open hence D cannot exist. •

2.4 A measure on configurations

All the following is devoted to an extension of Theorem 2 of Culik's et al. in
terms of probability measures. Thus, we endow SZ with a measure in exact ly
the same way as we endowed it with a t opology.

Definition 2. Let us put on each state of S th e weight 1/ k where k is the
cardinality of S. Consider the m easure defined on S by th ese weights. If we
consi der th e product m easure, we get the natural m easure on SZ.

The measure of a set of configurations is shift invariant , and for instance,
the measure of Oi,a = {c E SZ, c(i ) = a} is exact ly l /k and the measure of a
set Op (where p is a pattern) is 1/k", where r is the cardinal of the p domain.

Lemma 1. Th e m easure of a shift invariant nonempty open set is 1.

Proof. Consider shift funct ions at defined as follows:

Vt E IZ, Vc E SZ, at( c)(i) = c(i + t) .

Consider a shift invari ant nonempty open set U . It contains a basi c open set
Op of measure {i (p is a pattern ), hence it contains

U at(Op) = U Oo-,(p) .
tEZ tE Z
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Consider A E Z such that p and (J";,(p) do not overlap. The set Ul defined
below (I E N) is included in U:

u,= U V O"(a» (P) '
O$o$l

It s measure is exact ly

1 - II (1 - J1 ) = 1 - (1 - J1 )l+1
O$ o $ l

since the considered patterns do not overlap . Ul C Ul+1 , the limit value for
the measu re of Ul is 1 because 0 < J1 < 1, hence the measu re of U is 1. •

We present below our int erpretation of the results of Culik et al. in terms
of probabilities.

Theorem 3. Consider a CA A . If A belongs to class one, th en for all
configurat ions c E S Z, the orbit of centers n. If A belongs to class two, th en
for almo st all configurati ons c E S Z, the orbit of c and n are disjoint.

Recall that the orbit of c is simply the set { c, G (c), G02 ( c), . .. .c-;c), . . .}.

Proof. If A belongs to class 1, t he resul t is trivial since there exists an integer
i such that n = ni hence GOi(c) En.

If A belongs to class 2, then we come back to the proof of Theorem 2. In
this proof, a dense open set D is built:

D= no, = n (SZ - G-i(n)) = n (S Z - {cES Z, GOi(c) En}) .
i>O i> O i>O

Note that D is a countable intersection of shift invariant open sets of measure
1 (see Lemma 1). According to the L;-additivity of the measure, the measure
of D is 1 and our theorem holds. •

The consequences of this result will become clear er afte r the next sect ion
in which we present anot her not ion of limit set.

2.5 Accessible set

In this new notion, we wish to capture only the points th at can be approached
by iterati on of the CA.

Definition 3. Cons ider a global fu nction G. For any configura tio n c, Acc (c)
is th e set of accum ulati on points of the sequence

(c, G( c) , G02(c) , . . . , GOk(c), . .. ) .

More f ormally, Acc( c) = nA ce;(c) where A ce;(c) = U{GOj (c)}.
i EN j>i

W e defin e the accessible set A cc of all accumulation points by A cc = U A cc(c) .
cESZ
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T his new noti on is interesting because one can approach any access ible
po int by iterating the CA on a configurat ion while this is not always the case
for configurations in the limi t set st as we shall see be low.

Theorem 4 . Ace c st.

Proof. Consider any configuration c E S OZ . Using the same not ation as in Def

initi on 3, we asse rt that G (A CCi(c)) = ACCi+l (c) because G is a cont inuous
functi on .

As Vi E N, ACCi+I(C) C ACCi(C),

G (Acc(c)) = nG (ACCi(C)) = nACCi+l(C) = Acc(c).
iEN iEN

This proves that

Vd E Acc(c), Vi E N, :3e E Acc(c), GOi (e) = d

and it is clear that this result im plies that Acc C st by definit ion of st. •

T he reverse inclusion Acc ~ st is not always true, as shown by the fol
lowing counter-example:

S
N

f (l ,1, 1)
f (·, ., .)

{a, I},
{- l ,a, l} ,
1,
a otherwise.

During evolutions of this CA, blocks of Is decrease and disapp ear , hence
accumulation po ints of any orbits can only be either 1 everywhere or a ev
eryw here : Acc = {WaW,w1W}. Bu t these configurations are not alone in st,
which is formed by

wow, w1w,

wa1w, -to- ,
-or-o-,

where the first 1 is on any cell of Z,
where t he first 1 is on any cell of Z and n E N.

W it h the help of accessible sets , we can give a more precise int erpretat ion
of our Theorem 3. If a CA belongs to class 2, t hen almos t every orbit is of
t he following kin d : it never enters st, hence it s accumulation po ints are never
visited.

T his is equivalent to say ing that in the orb it t here exists a st rict ly in
creasing sequence of growing patterns, t he union of which is a configuration
of st. Our result is not affected if we replace t he noti on of growing patterns
by the noti on of growing segments. Such sequences are illust rated in Figure 1
in which sequences of growing segments have a bold out line . T he nested t ri
angles based on t hese segments are also bold . These pict ures gave us the
idea of cou nt ing the number of nested segments in such space-time diagrams
and we do this in section 3.
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Fig ur e 1: Two examples of space-t ime diagrams.

3. Statistical analysis

3 .1 Our basic experiment

We consider CAs wit h neighborhood (- 1,0 ,1) . We denote by k their number
of state s. Thus their transit ion funct ion is a three-dimensional t ab le filled
with k3 states . We consider in the following that all states are equiprobable
and chosen randomly and independ ently. There are only a finite number of
possibilities for these CAs (kk

3
) .

We choose the size for a domain on which we shall observe evolut ions of
CAs. More precisely, we choose the size of a segment of cells n and a time of
st udy t . We shall observe a space-time (n x t)-rect angle. We then choose an
initial configuration. We wish that all cells in t he (n x t) -rectangle behave as
if the initial configurat ion was infinit e. Thus we consider an init ial segment
of size t +n + t . To each cell of this segment is given a state chosen randomly
and independently. We then iterate the chosen CA on the segment, an d
extract our (n x t)-rectangle filled with states. This object will be the field
for the analysis.

On this rectang le, we compute the maximum number of nested segments,
cent ered on the same cell, and included in the rectangle (see Figur e 1). More
precisely, we consider segments of size 21+ 1; a (21 + I )-segment 51 is nested
into a (21+ 3)-segment 52 if and only if when one extracts th e 21+ 1 cente r
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cells of 52 one gets the segment 51. The depth of a cell will be t he maximum
number of nested segments cente red on this cell. We compute the maximum
of th e depth s of all the n cells of the rectangle and call this value a. It
depends on the numb er of states k, on the number of cells n, on the time
t , on the CA A , and on the configuration c. Thus we shall denote it by
ak,n,t{A,c).

Our fund amental motivati on for computing a is the hope that the max
imal growing sequence of the pattern is the beginning of a sequence that
converges to an accumulation point extending the segments. Practically, if
one looks at diagrams such as in Figur e 1, one sees t hat it is always the case ,
even if it can be false in some ra re cases t hat we never saw in our experi
ments. The integer a measures the speed of convergence of orbits to their
accumulation points. If a is low, th en orb its converge slowly and the diagram
seems random (see Figur e 1b), otherwise the evolut ion of the CA seems to
simplify the diagram (see Figur e 1a).

Now we observe the variations of a . If all its parameters are fixed , the
configurat ion c excepted, then we observe that a may only vary a lit tle,
even if in theory it can be very variable, for inst ance, when c is a constant
configurat ion. We have test ed a few CAs chosen randomly and we have
always obtained a distribution for a of th e form of Figur e 2, the maximums
being different and dependi ng on A . We also tried to make A vary with c
fixed , and we observed exac t ly the same phenomena as when both c and A
vary. Thus we decided for most of our study to consider that the random
vari able of a would be the pair (A ,c) and observed the distribution of a
for some values of k. We also tried to make nand t vary bu t this did not
make any noticeab le change in our resul ts. This experimental result should
be viewed in the light of our Theorem 3.

In order to bet ter understand the distribu tion measured for a , we decided
to compare it with the distribu tion of a measured in a really ra ndom distribu
t ion of states over a rect angle n x t: we choose at random a state among k in
each cell of a (n x t) -rectangle. It is clear that space-t ime diagrams obtained
by iterations of a CA are never random rectangles because three neighboring

a 3,150,50 (A, . )

3 5

o
o 100

c

#a

10

o

o 23
a

Figure 2: Only the configurat ion varies.
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cells uniquely determine the center state at th e next ste p. T here is such a
corre lation all over a space-t ime diagram. But we have been astonished to
see thro ugh our result s that a would not make a difference between a really
random diagram and a space-time diagram that could ap pear random at first
sight . In space-t ime diagrams, when two segments are nest ed , it imp lies that
the t riangles based on t hese segments are nested too, which is of course not
t he case in random diagrams. If we had computed a with the numb er of
nested triangles instead of the number of nested segments , we would have
obtained the same distribu tion for space-t ime diagrams bu t not for random
diagra ms. We chose to base our study on segments because they are much
faster to compute and to enable us to determ ine at first sight what kind of
evolut ion is involved.

Figures 3 and 4 show our results for k = 3 to k = 6. The first observation
is that as k grows, distribut ions of a resemble more and more distributi ons for
random diagrams. There are two possible explanat ions: either the propor tion
of CAs which simplify diagrams decreases with k , or the simplification does
not begin at the first steps of the iteration, bu t begins after a transient the
length of which increases with k . We do further experiments in sect ion 3.2
to explain this fact more precisely.

We also observe that for some CAs, space-t ime diagrams lead to the same
a as random diagrams: the criterion a do not dist inguish "true" random
diagrams with these space-t ime diagrams. But it is interest ing t hat our
human eyes do so! If you look at t hese space-time diagrams, you would say
that they are random, or at least that they represent a chaotic evolut ion of
a CA. All these space-time diagrams look like Figur e l b. Other space-t ime
diagrams look like Figure 1a: after a transient , the evolut ion is drasti cally
simplified . If the simplification occurs soon enough then all t hese diagrams
have the same high , and maximum a . The fact t hat there exists such a
maximum is also due to the shape of our rect ang les: we always chose t = 3n .
The most import ant observation is that the simplificat ion is in general very
abrupt and that , a few CA excepted , a classifies CAs in two classes. For
theoret ical reasons, one cannot say that these classes correspond with the
classes of Culik et al.: a bijective CA is in Culik et at. class 1, bu t its evolut ion
can be regular (ident ity) or chaot ic (many chaot ic bijective CAs are known).

3.2 A study on the t ransient

In Figure 4, the distribut ion of a for k = 6 is very similar t o the distribu tion
for random diagrams. We wond er if th e reason is that most CAs with six
states are chaot ic or if the proportion of chaotic CAs does not increase with
k bu t th at t hey simplify diagrams later . To answer this question, we have
invented a new experiment . Instead of considering a space-t ime diagram ,
the first row of which is a rand om configuration, we base our rectangle on
t he toth iterate of a random configuration. Pract ically, we randomly choose
a configura tion c (larger enough), compute ak,n,t (A ,A to(c)), and obtain the
distribut ions of Figure 5.
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a 3,150,50 # a

35 10

Cellular
Automata :

0 0
[A,c] a

0 10 0 0 35

a 3,150,50 # a

35
10

Random
Diagram:

0
[A,c]

0
a

0 10 0 0 35

a #a
4,150,50

35 10

Cellular
Automata:

0 0
[A,c] a

0 100 0 35

a 4,150,50 # a

35 100

Ran dom
Diagram :

0 [A,c] 0
a

0 100 0 35

F igure 3: Distribut ions of a for k = 3 and k = 4.
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100

# ex

35

ex 5,150,50

Cellular
Automata:

0 0
[A,c] ex

0 100 0 35

ex 5,150,50 #ex

35 100

Random
Diagram:

0 [A,c]
0

ex
0 100 0 35

ex #ex
6,150,50

35 100

Cellular
Automata:

0 0
[A,C] ex

0 100 0 35

ex
6,150,50 # ex

35 100

Random
Diagram:

0 [A,c]
0

ex
0 100 0 35

F igur e 4: Distributions of a for k = 5 and k = 6.
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a. 5,150,50 # a.

3 5 100

Cellular
Automata ,
to= SO

0 0
[A,c] a.

0 1 00 0 35

a.5,150,50 # a.

35 100

Random
Diagram

0 [A,c] 0
a.

0 1 00 0 3 5

a.6,150,50 # a.

3 5 100

Cellular
Automata,
to= 100

0 0
[A,c] a.

0 1 00 0 35

a.
6,150,50 # a.

3 5 100

Random
Diagram

0 [A,c] 0
a.

0 1 00 0 3 5

F igure 5: W hen rectangles are b as ed on Ato(c).
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Compared with distributions of Figur e 4 , it is clear th at somet hing hap
pened: slightly less chaotic diagrams appear. The difference is significant but
not drastic. For k = 5 the difference appears for to = 50 but not for k = 6
where we had to use to = 100 to see a small difference. This clearly mean
s that the average length of transients increases with k. More experiments
would be needed to det ermine whether th e proportion of chao t ic CAs increase
with k or not. We think that this is really the case bu t our experiments do
not prove it directly.

4 . Conclusion

Computations of our crite rion a ar e rather time consuming and we have been
very limited in our experiments . We th ink that our stat ist ical st udies could
be continued in order to better understand CA dynamics. Nevertheless, we
could capture some interesting phenomena and link th em with theory:

• We observe two classes of CA with respect to our criterion, "simple"
and "chaot ic" CAs.

• Evolutions of CAs on a random line are not much influenced by the
chosen random line.

• The transient length increases with the number of states . We do not
know whether it grows very fast or not. We conjecture that th e pro
portion of simple CAs decreases with th e number of states .

Even if our criterion is aimed to measure convergence speeds of orbits
to their accumulat ion points , our classes of CAs are not clearly linked to
Culik et al.. There exist both simple and chaot ic class 1 CAs. To link our
experiments to Wolfram's classes (e.g. , [9, 8] for instance), we need first to
point out a fundamental difference: Wolfram 's configurations ar e periodic (or
equivalently are restricted to a ring) while ours are infinite. This may lead
to many basic differences because evolut ions on rings are a priori simpler.
Wolfram's classes 1 and 2 correspond obviously to simple CAs while class 4
corresponds to chaot ic ones. It is more difficult to characterize class 3 but
we think that th ey are not really chaotic. Furthermore, it seems that our
criterion corresponds exac tly to t he int uitive notion of "chaot ic evolutions:"
if a is low then the space-t ime diagram and the considered CA are chao tic,
but if it is high , then the diagra m really appears regular which was rather
unexpected.
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